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Introduction
Rocketry was bom from the desire of man to visit the stars and outer space. The Chinese
were the first recorded peoples to have rockets, though at the time they were little more than
fireworks used to scare enemies. Since then, rocketry has continued to evolve into what we
know it as today, advanced along by luminaries like Sir Isaac Newton, Robert Goddard, and
Wemher von Braun. The launch of Sputnik by the Soviet Union sparked interest in rocketry
by the common people, and thus model rocketry began.
Even model rocketry has seen great advances since its beginnings. The first rockets were
made of paper, balsa, and metal, and while these are still common materials in today's
rockets, other methods of fabrication are emerging such as fiberglass and carbon fiber.
Recovery systems are advancing, and now range from simple streamers to electronically
deployed drogues and parachutes. Rocket motors have become more powerful, growing

from small black powder motors to large composite motors using ammonium perchlorate
and aluminum powder. These larger motors have paved the way for high powered rocketry,
making bigger, stronger, and faster rockets possible. High powered rocketry is defined as
utilizing a motor above G class, or has an impulse greater than 160 N-s.
ln1957 the National Association of Rocketry was created, giving a resource for backyard
hobbyists to turn to in their rocketry pursuits. The Tripoli Rocketry Association followed in
1985 with more emphasis on high powered rocketry. These two organizations help spread
the word about rocketry, provide venues for their members to launch their rockets, and
provide special events or competitions for their members to participate in.
Cal Poly entered the scene in 1989 with its club, Cal Poly Space Systems. CPSS started out
as a small group of aerospace engineering students aiming to apply some of their knowledge
to space related experiments. They grew in number, and in the late 1990's, were asked by
NASA to participate in their StarBooster project, whose goal it was to investigate if the
Space Shuttle's solid rocket boosters could be remotely controlled and fly back for a soft
landing, rather than falling into the ocean and having to be fished out. The project was
successful and sparked the club's interest in high powered rocketry, an interest the club has
pursued ever since. Through the years, several different projects have been completed,
progressively improving the club's methods of fabricating rockets.

Until now, CPSS' fabrication methods haven't been documented, and have instead been
passed down from experienced members to younger members throughout the years. This
senior project documents those methods, providing the basis for a solid understanding of the
elements of high powered rocket design and fabrication. It is also the intended that this
documentation can provide the foundation for a class to offer practical application of the
principles leamed during a student's aerospace career. Leaming the variety of skills required
to build a rocket has helped me immeasurably, providing me with a wealth of knowledge
that I've applied in the classroom, the workplace, and in real life, and it is my hope that this
knowledge can be passed on and can benefit future generations of college students like it has
benefitted me.

List of Materials

2.!

Fiberglass
Fiberglass is primarily used over other materials in our rocket building because of its
strength and light weight. In some cases, fiberglass can be stronger than steel wire because
of its strength to weight ratio, with a tensile strength ranging between 440 and 665 ksi
depending on the grade of fiberglass used. It is also very heat and fire resistant due to its
method of manufacture, making it ideal for rockets. In rocket building, fiberglass fabric is
utilized because ofits ease ofuse, and is used for body tubes, nosecones, fins, couplers,
and reinforcement.

2.2

Carbon Fiber

Carbon fiber is a stronger material than fiberglass, lighter weight, and more expensive. Its
strength is due to the crystalline nature of the graphite; the crystals are made up of layers of
graphite atoms that form very strong covalent bonds with each other. These properties give
carbon fiber a tensile strength of 15 Msi parallel to the crystalline planes, and 5 Msi normal
to these planes. Carbon fiber can be used in place of hberglass for high strength
applications, though it generally requires more epoxy.

2.3

Epoxy

Epoxy is a polymer consisting of a resin and hardener. These two components come
together, and through a thermo-chemical reaction, cure and form a solid bond with
whatever surface they are in contact with. When mixed with fiberglass fabric, it causes the
fiberglass to transform from a soft fabric to a hard layup. Epoxy comes in many cure times;
for quick cure requirements, use five minute epoxy. For medium cure requirements, use 15
minute or 30 minute epoxy. For setting fiberglass, carbon fiber, or microballoons, use 2
hour laminating epoxy. Ensure that the epoxy is mixed per the directions on the package;
epoxy that isn't mixed properly remains tacky and doesn't set.

2.4

Microballoons

Microballoons are microscopic spheres of glass used to fill small holes created by sanding
the rocket structure. Microballoons provide little to no structural support, but give the
rocket a smooth surface finish. Always use a respirator when working with microballoons
as they generate glass shards when they break. When mixing, slowly add microballoons to
an amount of laminating epoxy. The amount of epoxy isn't much; when the microballoons
are added, the volume will increase greatly. They will cause the epoxy to set faster as well.
Mix the microballoons in until the consistency is that of creamy peanut butter.
Microballoons should not be runny.

2.5 Kevlar Shock

Cord

Kevlar shock cord is used to attach the parachute to the rocket, and provides a strong line
that will not break.

2.6

Phenolic
Phenolic is an epoxy impregnated cardboard tube used for motor mounts.

2,7

Fin sheet layup

Fin sheet layups are made up of different materials that come together to form one strong.
material used for fins. They have two layers of fiberglass (or carbon, depending on design),
a layer of aircraft rated birch, and then two more layers of fiberglass. The birch thickness is
dependent on design; small rockets use thinner fins while larger rockets require thicker fins.
For designs requiring light weight fins, phenolic or aluminum honeycomb can be used in
place of the birch. To make a fin sheet, cut four sheets of fiberglass larger than the birch,
with enough overhang on all sides to bind together with the other side. On a sheet of mylar
on a flat surface, add laminating epoxy to a sheet of fiberglass, laying the fiberglass out as
straight as possible. Add a second sheet of fiberglass onto the first, coating (not soaking) it
in epoxy as well. Center the birch on the fiberglass. Using another sheet of mylar, lay up
another two layers of fiberglass. Flip over the mylar and rest the fiberglass and place it on
the birch, effectively sandwiching it between the material. Place alarge board or the flat
side of a table down on the mylar, then add several weights to the top to compress the fin
sheet together. Allow to dry for 24 hours, then remove both mylar sheets. Check the fin
sheet for delamination - air bubbles between the fiberglass and the birch where the two did
not adhere. These parts cannot be used for fins.

3

Design

3.1

Rocksirn
Rockets come in many shapes and sizes, but most share the same basic design. A rocket is
generally expected to have a nosecone, a body, fins, and a motor or engine. To design these
parts in more detail, Rocksim design software will be used, as it provides a user friendly
graphical interface and relatively accurate prediction models for stability and flight.

3.

1.
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3.1.2

Body Tube - choose a tube size based upon the PVC pipes available. The tube can be
most any length desired, so long as the end result is a stable rocket. If the length if the
rocket is longer than the length of the fiberglass sheet, a coupler or transition will be
needed to join the two tubes together.
Nosecone

-

select a nosecone shape from the drop-down menu. The most coflrmon are
as these are the easiest to mold by hand. Input a length and the

elliptical or parabolic
diameter of the tube.

3.1.3 Motor mount -

using the body tube option, create a second body tube as a subset of the
main body tube. Make this tube the diameter of the motor to be used, and slightly longer
than the length of the longest motor to be used by this rocket. The material of the motor
mount is phenolic. Be sure to check to the box to designate it as a motor mount. Click the
"Load an Engine" button, and choose the motor the rocket will be flown on.

3.1.4
3.1

.5

Centering rings - add three or four centering rings evenly spaced along the motor mount.
The material willbe"ll4 Aircraft Plywood".
Parachute - insert a parachute partway down the tube from the nosecone. For simplicity
sake, choose a Public Missiles 36" parachute; actual parachute selection will occur on the
launch field, depending on weather conditions. Small parachutes are used for windy
conditions and lighter rockets. Small parachutes don't slow the rocket as much and so
will bring the rocket down closer to the pad. Large parachutes are used for heavier
rockets or if the rocket needs a softer touchdown. Large parachutes allow the rocket to

float farther downrange, but provide it with a softer landing. Another option is to utilize a
drogue and main parachute. The drogue is smaller and released at apogee, slowing the
rocket a little but brings the rocket down close to the launch site. At a set altitude, usually
around 300-500 feet, an electronic board releases the main parachute. This parachute is
much larger and provides the soft landing. The combination of drogue and main reduces
the distance to retrieve a rocket and provides a soft landing, however it is a more
complicated system and if not properly prografirmed has an increased chance of failure.

3.1.6

Fins - select the kind of fins your rocket will have: simple trapezoid or ellipse, free form
fins, ring tail, or tube fins. Trapezoidal or free form fins are recommended for a first
design. Close the database window if it opens, unless a pre-manufactured part is to be
used. Choose the number of fins for the rocket. For trapezoidal fins, select the root cord
length, tip cord length, sweep length, and semi span. The sweep angle will be calculated
accordingly. For free form fins, select the "Plan points" tab, and adjust the coordinate
points to get the desired fin shape. For all fin types, adjust the area so that the rocket has a
stability margin is between I and2.5. Stability is discussed in more detail below.

3.2 Stability
Stability is paramount if a rocket is to fly straight. Stable flight is achieved when the center
of pressure, Cp, is at least one body diameter behind the center of gravity, CG. If a rocket is
unstable, it may fly out of control and hurt someone. If the Co is more than 2.5 body
diameters behind the CG, the rocket becomes overstable. An overstable rocket will turn
into the wind during flight, increasing the aerodynamic forces on the structure, and
possibly causing the rocket to shred.
There are several ways to determine the location of the Co, but the most accurate is through
the use of the Barrowman equations. These equations are valid for a rocket in subsonic
flight with small angles of attack. Figure 1 shows the different measurements required to
calculate the C, using the Barrowman equations.
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Figure 1: Location of measurements needed to calculate the Co using the Barrowman Equations

To find the overall C, for the rocket, both the aerodynamic normal force and the local Co of
the nosecone and fins needs to be found. For a nosecone with an ogive, conical, or
parabolic shape, the aerodynamic normal force can be defined as

(Cw)x
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(1)

Barowman's analysis. Next, the C, location of the nosecone is
approximated using the equation
as derived from
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For a parabolic shape, the local Co location can be approximated using equation 3.

Next, the CN of the fins is calculated using the equation

(2)

(3)
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Like the Cy, the Co location must be calculated for the fins as well. This is done using the
equation,
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Sum up the aerodynamic normal forces

(Cw)n

: (Cr), + (Crv)r

(6)

Use this value, in conjunction with the C, locations for the nosecone and fins to find the
distance from the nose tip to the overall C, of the rocket

v

(Cr)rXns + (Cr)rX,

(Cr)*

(7)

Compare this Co location to the location of the CG. A rocket is considered stable if the Co
and CG are between 1 and 2.5 body diameters apart.If the rocket is unstable or overstable,
several parameters can be adjusted, including mass, rocket length, and fin area. Generally,
the stability will increase with increased length or fin surface area.

3.3

Performance Parameters

Sometimes rockets are built solely for fun; others are built with performance in mind.
There are three main perfoflnance parameters that can be found for every rocket: altitude,
acceleration, and velocity. Rocksim will calculate these parameters automatically, but it is
good to understand the methods used to find these values.

Motor manufacturers test their product extensively, ultimately coming up with a thrust
trace, or how the motor burns over a time interval. Figure 2 shows the thrust traces from
several Aerotech motors.
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Figure 2: Aerotech motor thrust traces. A thrust trace shows the amount ofthrust produced over a time interval

Using the equation,

FG)- ma(r)

I

where

I

FG)-

rG)

(8)

w-wm(r) - D(r)

(e)

the acceleration over time can be found. Acceleration is not the only variable that changes
with time though; the mass, velocity, drag, and altitude all vary with time as well. To
obtain a flight profile, a recursive method will be necessary. However, if the thrust is
known at a specific time step, the acceleration, velocity, and altitude can be found atthat
point.
Rocket flight can be broken into two intervals: powered flight and coast. First is powered
flight; to find the acceleration, start by finding the area of the rocket
.S

and plug into the equation

-

fiRz

1.

D(t)- lov(t)'Cos

(10)
(11)

where Ca is assumed to be 0.75, or about average for model rockets, and p is the density of
air at sea level, 0.0023769 slugs/ft3. Density can be modeled as a constant because density
change across a rocket's flight is so small as to be considered negligible. With the drag
calculated, the net force can be found, followed by the acceleration. The velocity is then
determined by

U2:1)1 *At

(t2)

Finally, the altitude is found using
L

z:rafIurt*z1

(13)
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Calculating parameters for unpowered coast follows a similar process. Some values that
were previously variable are now constant, including the rocket mass and the acceleration.
To find the new acceleration, surn up the forces on the rocket

I

FG)-

-w- D(r)

(14)

and substitute back into

I

FG)- ma(r)

(1s)

From there, plug the acceleration value into Equation 12 and follow the process again
through Equation 15. To see a full flight profile, graph the thrust, acceleration, velocity,
and altitude over time for both powered and unpowered flight. Each of these variables can
be manipulated to achieve the desired goal, usually by changing the motor or adjusting the
weight of the rocket.

4

Manufacturing

4.L

Tube

4.1.1 Roll - A PVC

pipe is chosen based upon the Rocksim design. Cover the pipe in a coat of
Lithium grease to ensure the tube pulls off smoothly. Then cover the greased pipe in a
sheet of vacuum bagging, not much larger than the circumference of the tube as this can
cause complications with bubbles. Be sure to get as many bubbles out of the vacuum
bagging as possible since these create creases on the inside of the body tube when
finished. Next cut the fiberglass: measure out the amount of fiberglass needed, usually 45 layers. Once measured, pull loose a single strand of the fiberglass by singling one out at
the edge and carefully feeding it out of the fabric.

Figure 3: Pull a single strand of fiberglass out of the cloth. Cut along the exposed line.

Cut the fiberglass along the line this creates - this ensures a straight cut with no frayed
fibers at the end. The fiberglass is then laid out on a sheet of mylar, with the top being
one of the cut sides. The seamed sides of the f,rberglass allow for a smooth even edge at
each end of the tube. Laminating epoxy is applied to the first foot or so of fiberglass,
giving a panel of wet fiberglass to start rolling the tube with. Transfer the wet section to

t2

the vacuum bagging and line it up evenly along the pipe. Turn the tube to roll the
fiberglass onto it, adding layers to the tube at each pass. Apply laminating epoxy as
needed and work it into the fibers, making sure the glass isn't too wet (shiny and slimy)
or too dry (white). Also watch for bubbles that form between the layers; these can be
pushed out of the fiberglass as you're rolling. Continue until the end of the fiberglass is
reached. The tube is then wrapped in tape to ensure all layers mesh together. Using the
back (not sticky) side of the tape, wrap the tube slowly at an angle so the tape overlaps
itself at each pass. Spin the tube until it is covered then cut the end of the tape and let the
tube dry. Clean the mylar with acetone until it is no longer sticky from the epoxy.

4.1.2

Pull the tube - once the tube is dry (about 24 hours), attachthe pipe to an unmoving
object (such as a pole or bar) and pull the tube off. Remove the tape and vacuum bagging
from the tube.

4.1.3

- once the tube is pulled, sand it until smooth. No unevenness from the tape should
felt,
be
and most blemishes should be gone. Some may remain that will be filled with
microballoons in the next step. Clean the tube of any excess dust and dirt.

4.1.4

Microballoon - apply the microballoon mixture to the surface of the tube and work it in
until all blemishes are filled and the entire surface is lightly coated. The least amount of
microballoons should be used, however sometimes it's necessary to apply a thicker layer
to ensure a smooth surface in the end.

4.1.5

when dry Qa hours), sand the microballoons until the tube surface is smooth and
uniform. Ideally most of the microballoons should be sanded off but not all.
Microballoons add weight, but if removed completely, the end result will be an unsmooth
paint job.

4.I.6

Cut - cut the tapered section off of one end such that the tube has a uniform thickness.
This should be l% to 2 inches off. Then measure the desired length from this end and cut
accordingly. Do not discard excess tubing as it will be utilized for a piston and couplers
later.

Sand

Sand

-

Figure 4: Cut the tube to length, cutting from both sides to ensure a uniform tube thickness

T3

4.2 Fins
4.2.t Cut - Fins are cut from the fin material layup based upon the chosen design. Add a tab
along the bottom of the fin long enough to insert through the tube and rest against the
motor mount tube. A dremel is generally the best tool for cutting.
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Sand the fins until smooth; chances are this doesn't require much sanding.
However, sanding the fins roughens up the surface to expose gaps in the weave for the
microballoons to fill. Next, all the fins need to be the same size. Line up all the fins on
one edge. Secure the fins in a vice and proceed to sand all edges until all fins are the same.
Sand

-
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4.3

Couplers

Couplers are for a split body rocket using an electronics bay or multiple parachutes
4.3

.l

Cut - using a dremel, cut a 4 inch length from any remaining body tube material or
equivalent diameter tube. Then cut a straight line longitudinally though one side of the
coupler, effectively opening or splitting the coupler

4.3.2

- using the dremel, either sand or cut off material from the inside of the split.
Continue to remove material until the coupler, when closed, slides into the body tube
smoothly but not loosely. Gently secure the closed coupler in a vice or other mechanism
to hold it still, and place two small strips of fiberglass along the inside of the split. Allow
to dry, then cut off any overlap. Sand any rough edges.

4.3.3

Attach - ensure that coupler still fits inside tube; sand as needed. Using five minute
epoxy, attachhalf of coupler to inside of one tube. Carefully wipe any excess epoxy off
of unattached side of coupler, as this will need to be sanded off otherwise. Once dry,
ensure that coupler slides into other body tube and fits snugly. If the fit is too loose, apply
blue tape to increase coupler diameter.

4.4
4.4.1

Size

Nosecone
Cut - obtain a piece of blue foam that is as least as long and wide as the nosecone will be.
Using a compass or other method, draw a circle on the top and bottom faces, being
careful to ensure they line up. With apartner, cut this circle with a hotwire, resulting in a
cylinder to mold the nosecone from. Monitor the speed that the hotwire is pulled at - too
fast and the wire willbend, resulting in an hourglass cylinder; too slow and there will be
divots in the cylinder.

4.4.2 Mold -

hand sand the piece of blue foam into the desired nosecone shape based upon the
chosen design. This mold should be uniform on all sides.

F"igure 7:

Carefully sand the

foamn imto tEae desired Eloseeorle s&aape
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4.4.3

Create the bag - cut a piece of vacuum bagging material large enough so that when
folded in half, it can fit both the nosecone and 4 inches of cotton batting on each side,
with at least2 inches of room between the cotton and the nosecone. If making a bag for
multiple nosecones, ensure that it can fit the number of nosecones plus cotton batting
around each nosecone, again with at least 2 inches of room between the cotton and the
nosecone. Insert the vacuum hose and seal all but one edge ofthe bag to insert nosecones.

Figure 8: Create a vacuum bag to hold the nosecones while they cure

4.4.4

Fiberglass - cut short strips of fiberglass to be applied to the mold. Coat these pieces in
laminating epoxy and apply them evenly along the mold, usually about three to four
layers. Ensure that the number of layers is equal along the entire nosecone to avoid thick
or thin spots. Place this nosecone in the vacuum bag, seal it on all sides, and tum on the
vacuum. Check for leaks in the bag, and adjust the bag so to minimize wrinkles on the
surfaces of the nosecone. Leave the nosecone to dry with the vacuum running. In 24
hours, turn the vacuum off as to not over tax the motor, and remove the nosecone. Do not
discard - vacuum bags can be used multiple times before they become ineffective. Clean
the mylar with acetone until it is no longer sticky from the epoxy.

16

Figure 9: Cut small strips of fiberglass, removing the frayed edges so as not to cause protrlems during fabrication

4.4.5

Carefully sand the nosecone until smooth and uniform all the way around. If a
hole appears, clean off the dust particles and patch the hole with at least two pieces of
fiberglass. When dry, carefully sand the patch until smooth. Check that the nosecone base
aligns with the body tube. If it doesn't align, follow instructions in section 5.

4.4.6

Microballoon

4.4.7

Sand

Sand

-

-

-

microballoon the nosecone, being sure to

sand the microballoons

fill in all blemishes.

until smooth.

4.4.8 Hollow

out nosecone - hollow out at least2-3 inches of foam from the base of the
nosecone. More can be hollowed out as needed for weight reasons, otherwise complete
removal of the foam isn't necessary.

4.4.9

Coupler - make a coupler per section 3.3. Coupler should be sized to fit inside the tube.
Check the fit inside the nosecone. If the coupler doesn't fit, use a dremel to make several
(6 to 8) 1/8 inch cuts, 1 to 2 inches long equally spaced around the coupler. Check again
if coupler fits in the nosecone. If it doesn't fit, take note of the reasons and adjust
accordingly. If the "teeth" bend and the gaps close, then adjust the width of the cuts until
the teeth bend in enough for the coupler to fit inside the nosecone. If the teeth don't bend,
make more cuts until the coupler fits inside the nosecone. Five minute epoxy the coupler
into the nosecone.

4.4.10 Attach bulkhead and eyebolt - draw a circle on the aircraft rated birch or plywood, with
an outer diameter equal to that of the nosecone coupler. Note and mark the center of the
circle. Cut out the bulkhead using arotozip or dremel with circular attachment. The
bulkhead should be cut such that it will require sanding to fit into the coupler. This
ensures the bulkhead isn't too small and needs to be re-cut. Sand the bulkhead until it fits
snugly inside the nosecone coupler. Drill a Y+ inch hole through the center of the
bulkhead for an eyebolt. Place a nut at the top of the eyebolt, followed by a washer. Insert
the eyebolt into the bulkhead, followed by another washer and a locknut. Five minute
epoxy can also be added. At this point, the eyebolt should be permanently fixed to the
bulkhead. Cut the eyebolt shorter if needed. Insert the bulkhead into the nosecone coupler

l7

no less than% inch, and five minute epoxy into place. The exact placement of the
bulkhead is up to the student, but make sure enough room is left to be able to easily
attach a Kevlar shock cord.

4.5

Motor Mount

4.5.1

Cut - Cut a length of phenolic tube based upon the size motor used. The motor should
state its diameter and length; cut the tube appropriately. Draw three rings (centering
rings) on aircraft rated birch or plywood. The outer diameter of the ring is that of the
body tube, the inner diameter is that of the phenolic tube. Using arotozip or dremel with
circular attachment, cut the inside diameter followed by the outside diameter. Both
diameters should be cut such that they will require sanding to fit into the tube. This
ensures the rings aren't too small and need to be re-cut.

4.5.2

Sand rings to size - sand the rings until they fit snugly around the motor mount and
inside the body tube. A fairly tight fit is important - loose rings make it harder to epoxy
the motor mount straight which is essential for the rocket to fly properly. Gaps also create
weak points during the mounting process.

4.5.3

Cut Kevlar

4.5.4

Epoxy Kevlar to mount - Do not follow this step if the rocket is to have an electronics
bay. Slightly fray one end of the Kevlar cord. Lightly hand sand the motor tube to
increase the surface area for epoxying. Clean the tube, then five minute epoxy the frayed
end to the motor tube so that the end extends two thirds of the motor mount. Let dry.

4.5.5

Epoxy rings to mount - The inner diameter of two of the rings will need to be notched so
that they fit over the motor tube and the epoxied Kevlar cord. Mark the gap where each
ring should sit. One ring should be about two inches from the top of the motor mount
(where the rest of the unattached Kevlar cord hangs), and one in the center. The third, unnotched ring, or motor retention ring, will be attached later and will rest against the fins.
When completed, add a small amount of five minute epoxy above the location the ring is
supposed to sit. As you slide the ring to its final position, it will drag through the epoxy,
coating the ring to epoxy it into place. Wiggle it back and forth a little before finally
settling it into place to ensure a firm attachment. Let the rings dry.

4.5.6

Epoxy mount to tube - once the rings are dry, it's time to epoxy the mount into the body
tube. Liberally apply five minute epoxy to the inside wall of the body tube, near or below
where the top ring will rest. Then apply the epoxy to the outside edge of each ring. Insert
the motor mount Kevlar shock cord side up into the tube until the phenolic tube is flush
with the bottom of the body tube. Additional five minute epoxy can be added to the
visible side of the middle ring to ensure a well connected joint. Again, wiggle it back and
forth a little before finally settling it into place.

4.5.7

Last ring - drill two holes on either side of the motor retention ring, large enough for Yo
inch retention bolts. For smaller rings, use #10 or #6 bolts and related hardware. Place a
small washer on the bolt and insert into the last ring, followed by another small washer
and a locknut. If the washer overlaps the inner or outer diameter, grind the washer down
until it doesn't. Tighten the lock nut until the assembly no longer moves, but not tight

-

cut a Kevlar cord equivalent to 2.5 to 3 body tube lengths.
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enough to crack the wood. Repeat with the second hole. When finished, test the last ring
to ensure it still fits in the tube. Make any adjustments necessary.

4.6
4.6.1

Fin Attachment
Slot tube - Number each fin I through the highest fin number. Determine the location of
the fins so each is equally spaced around the tube. This can be done by wrapping a piece.
of paper around the tube to find the circumference. Divide the circumference by the
number of fins, and then trace the location of each fin on the rocket. Be sure the lines are
straight, otherwise the fins will be crooked. Using a dremel, cut a straight slot wide
enough and long enough to insert the fin tab, but no larger. Number the slot with the
sized fin as each fin will fit slightly different. If the tabs are too long, cut them down
slightly, but the tab should rest against the motor mount tube. Don't cut through the
motor retention rings, instead cut slots in the fin tabs that fit snugly over the rings.

Figure l0: Cut the slots in the tube for each

4.6.2

*r.

".;:[:;[l"liTb..

each

fin and slot since each will have a slightly

Epoxy fins to tube - clean the tube and fins, then use five minute epoxy to attach the fins
to the rocket. Apply the epoxy to the base of the tab to secure it to the motor tube and
insert it into the slot, then apply epoxy where the fin and the body tube meet. Attach fins
one at a time to ensure they are perpendicular into the rocket body. Attaching two or
more fins at a time usually results in crooked fins.

t9

Figure l2: cut two slots in the piston

4.7.4

4.8

* .r, ,n;5;:ff,:TJf,lrr."r;'t cut them too close otherwise theyrll break on

Attach Kevlar - feed the Kevlar up through one slot, down through the second slot, and
up though the first slot again. The piston should end up about 1.5 to 2 ft above the top of
the body tube when the Kevlar is taut. Five minute epoxy the wrapped Kevlar into place,
as this helps keep the hot gasses from the ejection charge from reaching the parachute.

Final Steps

4.8.1

Rail buttons - drill two holes large enough for the rail button screws, one between the
fins about two inches from the base of the rocket, and the other one body diameter below
the center of pressure, both in line with each other. Assemble the rail buttons and screw
them into the tube using nuts if possible and five minute epoxy them. If not possible, just
epoxy the rail buttons in place. Be careful to not get epoxy on the groove of the rail
button.

4.8.2

Attach last ring -five minute epoxy the last ring into the tube with the bolts hanging out
of the rocket. Insert until it rests against the fin tabs. Let dry.

4.8.3

- drill two very small holes on opposite sides of the body tube, about two
body diameters down from the top of the tube. Without pressure holes, the internal
pressure of the rocket will remain constant while local atmospheric pressure decreases
during flight. This creates a positive pressure gradient and can cause the parachute to
eject early. The pressure holes allow the excess pressure to escape, but aren't large
enough to impact the gasses from the ejection charge.

4.8.4

Sand for paint

4.8.5

Paint

Pressure holes

-

do one final sanding if needed to ensure smooth surfaces.

- clean all surfaces of the rocket, then prime and paint the rocket as you desire.
Don't use too much paint though, as this adds weight to the rocket.
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4.8.6

Final inspection - inspect all parts of the rocket. Check that the fins are firmly attached,
couplers and motor mount secure, and that the nosecone fits snugly enough to remain
attached when the rocket is picked up by the nosecone, but unattaches when jiggled. If
the nosecone is too loose, add blue tape to increase the coupler diameter size. If too snug,
carefully sand the coupler. Mark the CG and C, locations on the rocket, and show them to
the launch safety officer.

Figure 13: Completed rockets built by Cal Poly Space Systems on the launch field
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Special Problems

5.1
5.1.1

Nosecone base diameter is smaller than the tube
Using a dremel, cut a 4-6 inch length from any remaining body tube material or
equivalent diameter tube. Slide this tube onto the bottom of the nosecone until snug.
Ensure that it hangs a little longer than the bottom of the nosecone, about 2 inches. Five
minute epoxy this coupler into place. When dry, sand any excess epoxy and microballoon
the joint to give the nosecone a smooth, finished look. Continue with section 3.4.
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5.2 Entire Nosecone diameter

is smaller than the tube

5.2,.1 There are two options, depending

on the severity of the situation. The first is to start over
and make a new nosecone. The second is to make a coupler that fits snugly on the outside
of the nosecone. Then, make another coupler to attach on top of the first, then another for
on top of the second, etc. Stack them like a pyramid until the diameter matches the tube
diameter. Microballoon the transitions to make one smooth, sloped surface. Keep in mind
that this method adds a considerable amount of weight to the nosecone, and in severe
cases, it may be best to start over. Continue with section 3.4.

5.3
5.3.1

Nosecone diameter is larger than the tube
Again, there are two options, the first being to start over and make a new nosecone. The
other is to make successively smaller couplers that fit inside the nosecone, stacking them
like a pyramid inside each other. This will make a football-like nosecone, and will add
more weight to the system. When finished, microballoon the transitions to make one
smooth surface. Continue with section3.4.
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6

Glossary

Coupler

-

a short

joint that connects two lengths of tube together.

Fin Tab - an extension of fin material at the bottom of the fin that is inserted into the tube and
epoxied to the motor mount (if possible). By adding atab, the strength of the fins
increases, decreasing the chance of the fins ripping off at launch.

Motor Mount

used to hold the motor in place in the rocket. It consists of a phenolic tube and at
least three rings to keep the motor center. The last ring contains the motor retention, with
washers overlapping the end of the motor casing to hold it firmly in place.

Mylar

-

Piston

-

-

thick sheet of white, plastic-like material. Mylar is unique in that epoxy doesn't adhere
to it very well. Once epoxy has dried on it, it can either be chipped or peeled off. Good
for wet fiberglass layups.
a

like a piston in a car engine. When the ejection charge releases, the hot gas expands and
pushes the piston up, ejecting it, the parachute, and the nosecone from the rocket. Allows
for a smooth, even deployment of the parachute with little chance of damage or ejection
failure.

Pressure Holes

- holes drilled in the side of the rocket

to allow internal pressure to equal local
atmospheric pressure. This ensures the rocket doesn't over pressurize, resulting in
premature ejection of the parachute.

Rail Buttons - allows the rocket to slide smoothly along the launch rail. The launch rail allows
the rocket to achieve stable flight in a controlled manner before it gets too high.
Shock Cord - used to attachthe parachute to the rocket. Absorbs the shock to the rocket
generated when the parachute opens. The shock cord is epoxied to the motor mount, and
is attached to the piston, parachute, and nosecone.

Vacuum Bagging - a thin material that epoxy doesn't stick to. For body tubes, the vacuum
bagging is used to provide a non-adhesive surface to roll the tubes onto. For nosecones,
the bag pushes against all surfaces, bonding the fiberglass layers together.
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